
the smile scoop

Smile arc with 

dr. Jessica Cohen MAy your troubles be less and 

your blessings be more, and nothing but

happiness come through your door 
The smile arc plays a pivotal role in orthodontic treatment, ensuring both 

aesthetic beauty and functional harmony. By aligning the upper teeth with the

 curvature of the lower lip during a smile, it creates a natural and attractive appearance, enhancing facial symmetry and 

overall attractiveness. In a review article titled "The Impact of Dental Aesthetics on Psychosocial Outcomes: A Review" by Al-Silwadi

et al. (2014), the profound influence of dental aesthetics on individuals' self-esteem, social interactions, and perceptions of success

is emphasized. Dr. Cohen's approach to orthodontics as an art form extends beyond traditional practices, incorporating insights

gained from studying the faces and smiles of beauty pageant winners across America.

Through meticulous attention to detail, Dr. Cohen crafts smiles that not only achieve dental perfection but also reflect facial

harmony, enhancing confidence and captivation. Integrating her research findings, she emphasizes the importance of the smile arc in

achieving balanced bites and optimal oral function. Treatments tailored to emphasize the smile arc concept result in stable long-

term outcomes, maintaining the position of the teeth post-treatment.

Introducing: Patient of the week! 

At Dr. Jessica Cohen Orthodontics, we are excited to launch our "Patient of the Week" initiative, celebrating the remarkable efforts

and achievements of our patients. Each week, we will spotlight one exceptional patient who demonstrates outstanding elastic wear

compliance, exemplary oral hygiene practices, or spreads positivity in our office. This initiative aims to recognize and celebrate the

dedication and hard work of our patients, inspiring our entire community.

Thank you for being a part of our orthodontic family and inspiring us with your commitment to a healthier, happier smile! Keep an eye

out for our first Patient of the Week announcement, coming soon.


